
Terrier Tussle 6: February 8, 1997 Round 6: Questions by Harvard Churches/Lead 
TOSSUPS 

TOSSUP 1 While his daughter Lucinda has written songs like "Passionate Kisses" for 
other country musicians, she may never have performed any of her work before Bill 
Clinton as her father did January 20. For 10 points who wrote and read "Of History and 
Hope," the official inaugural poem? 

Answer: Miller _ WILLIAMS_ 

TOSSUP 2 This 1555 agreement codified the principle of "cuius regio, eius religio"-
(KWEE-us REG-ee-oh EH-us rel-EE-jee-oh) that the religion of a nation's ruler would 
determine the religion of the country. However, it restricted the choice of religion to 
Lutheranism and Catholicism, not Calvinism. FTP name this treaty which ended the era of 
religious wars in Germany. 

ANSWER: _PEACE OF AUGSBURG_ 

TOSSUP 3 An ideal gas is in a closed, perfectly insulated container. One wall is a piston; 
another may be exposed to one of two infmite heat reservoirs. The gas accepts energy from 
the hotter reservoir, and rejects energy to the colder reservoir. Both processes cause the 
piston to move. This describes, FTP, whose operating cycle for a thermodynamic heat 
engine? 

Answer: Sadi _CARNOT_ [Car KNOW](Accept "Carnot Cycle") 

TOSSUP 4 This city was founded in 762. Mongols sacked it in 1258. Tamerlane sacked 
it in 1393 and 1401. Norman Schwarzkopf may have wanted to sack it in 1991. FTP, 
what is this city on the Tigris? 

Answer: _BAGHDAD_ 

TOSSUP 5 A year after the publication of A Dome of Many-Colored Glass, she met Ezra 
Pound, who subsequently complained that she converted Imagism into "Amygism." For 
ten points, whose books of poetry include Sword Blades and Poppy Seed? 

Answer: Amy _LOWELL_ 

TOSSUP 6 Between 1861 and 1957, economic data matched this graph closely. Beginning 
in the 1970's, however, reality defied theory. The paradox of stagflation contradicts, FTP, 
what model based on the idea that the rates of inflation and unemployment are inversel y 
proportional ? 

Answer: _PHILLIPS CUR VE_ 

TOSSUP 7 We recognize these Chlistian figures in their Greek and Roman fOlms as Eros 
and Cupid respectively. Now they seem to be everywhere, as certain works by Raphael 
appear on everything from stamps and the movie poster of Dear God to many people's 
checks. Name, FTP, these sometimes pensive, always-chubby angels. 

Answer: _CHERUBINI_ or _CHERUBS_ [prompt on _ANGELS.J 



TOSSUP 8 Oakland Raider owner Al Davis was one of its co-inventors. Bill Parcells, 
who never employed it, coined the name for it in a derisive press conference. This season, 
Philadelphia, Denver, Green Bay, and San Francisco all employed some form of, FfP, 
what short passing scheme? 

Answers: The _WEST-COAST _ Offense 

TOSSUP 9 They are named for the Alexandrian who first made systematic study of them. 
X-squared minus 94 y-squared equals 1 is solvable, but x-squared minus 94 y-squared 
equals -1 is NOT. Fermat's Last Theorem is an example of, FfP what type of polynomial 
equation to which only integral solutions are sought? 

Answer: _DIOPHANTINE_ Equations 

TOSSUP 10 At the age of 9 he was appointed a midshipman in the navy, and in the war of 
1812 at age 11 he served on the Essex. In the Civil War, he won the Battle of New Orleans 
and was promoted to admiral, where he blockaded the Gulf Ports. FfP, name this man 
who in 1864 captured Mobile Bay, shouting "Damn the Torpedos" as he entered a 
minefield. 

ANSWER: David Glasgow _FARRAGUT_ 

TOSSUP 11 Joseph wrote the _Radetzky March_, _The Emperor's Tomb_, & other 
novels in German. Henry published _Call it Sleep_ in 1934 & recently began the sequence 
_Mercy of a Rude Stream_. Philip has written _The Ghost Writec,_Goodbye 
Columbus_, and _Portnoy's Com plaine FfP, give the shared surname for these three 
20th century novelists: 

TOSSUP 12 This game show owes its signature gimmick to _The CBS Television Quiz_, 
not, as Don Reid once claimed, to College Bowl. For ten points, name this syndicated 
show, which has only featured the category "Those Darn Etruscans" once, but uses others 
such as "Potent Potables" and "Potpourri" more frequently. 

Answer: _JEOPARDY!_ 

TOSSUP 13 Founded in 1979 by Kip McKean, it was a break-off from the larger 
"Crossroads Movement." In 1982 it established "pillar churches" in Chicago and London. 
Its official publication, Upside Down magazine, was formerly named Discipleship 
magazine, appropliate given one of its main tenets. FfP, what religious sect has its 
greatest base in the town for which it was named? 

Answer: _BOSTON CHURCH OF CHRIST_ (Prompt on "Church of Christ" -- DO NOT 
ACCEPT International Church of Christ or Disciples of Christ!!) 

TOSSUP 14 Claiming descent from the Incas, he led a rebellion against the Spanish 
viceroyalty in the 18th century. His name was later adopted by Uruguayan revolutionaries 
of the 1970s and as the first and middle name of a recently deceased rapper and actor. 
FTP, what name is this, cUlTently used by the organization holding hostages in the 
Japanese embassy in Peru? 

Answer: _TUPAC AMARU_ 



TOSSUP 15 He has a question mark tattooed on his palm, he finds love songs odious, and 
answered the oft asked question of his sexual onentation by telling a Rolling Stone 
interviewer that he was an "equal opportunity lech." FfP, name this enigmatic frontman of 
R.E.M. 

Answer: John Michael_STIPE_ 

TOSSUP 16 Although it sounds like something that might happen to natives of Louisiana, 
in reality it is the name given by linguists to the process whereby children transmute a crude 
pidgin spoken by their parents into a fully syntanctic language? FfP name this linguistic 
term. 

Answer: _CREOLOIZA TION_ 

TOSSUP 17 One of the chief characters mentioned on the U garit tablets, he was killed by 
monsters but restored to life. His death and resun·ection were celebrated annually as part of 
Canaanite fertility rituals. FfP, whose priests did Elijah defeat on Mount Cannel? 

Answer: _BAAL_ 

TOSSUP 18 TWO ANSWERS REQUIRED. The only two U.S. states to codify a 
statutory duty to rescue others, each has a border with Canada and a strong tradition of 
social liberalism. Rutland and Duluth are among the better-known towns in, FfP, what 
snowbound paradises? I 

TOSSUP 19 This fictional, Central-European kingdom is the locale for _The Prisoner of 
Zenda_ and _Rupert of Hentzau_, romantic novels by English author Anthony Hope 
Hawkins. While the novels may not have lasted, the kingdom's name has. FfP, name the 
kingdom, whose name now refers to any extravagantly romantic, highly colored country. 

Answer: _RURIT ANIA_ 

TOSSUP 20 This show, running from September 1965 to September 1970, contained such 
catch phrases as "Sorry about that Chief'; "Missed it by that much"; "The old such-and
such trick" and "Would you believe? .. ". FfP, pick up your shoe phone and name this spy 
spoof which pitted CONTROL agents 86 and 99 against the evil forces of KAOS. 

Answer: _GET SMART_ 

TOSSUP 21 An ionizing particle strikes sodium iodide, anthracene, naphthalene, cesium 
iodide, or a similar substance, which causes ionization, and releases electrons from the 
neutral atoms and molecules of the crystal. FfP, by what name do we know the resultant 
emitting flash of light? 

Answer: _SCINTILLATION_ 

TOSSUP 22 Claiming that its new constitution includes the same provisions, a committee 
working on the laws here recommended revoking the 1991 Bill of Rights. Adopted two 
years after the Tiananmen Square demonstration, these laws will no longer protect, FfP, 
what enclave due for retum to China on July 1 

Answer: _HONG KONG_ 



TOSSUP 23 It was sponsored by the dramatist Hugo von Hofmannsthal, the director and 
producer Max Reinhardt, the conductor Franz Schalk, and the composer Richard Strauss. 
Beginning in 1870 with the opening of the Mozarteum, it became annual in 1920. FTP, 
what festival is a mecca for international music lovers? 

Answer: The _SALZBURG_ Festival 

TOSSUP 24 Its star died of starvation on the ice of Hudson Bay shortly after its release in 
1922. FTP, what RObelt Flaherty film predated Quinn the Eskimo by half a century and 
created the documentary geme? 

ANSWER: _NANOOK OF THE NORTH_ 

TOSSUP 25 The name's the same: a 19th century adventure novel by Arthur Conan Doyle 
in which a South Amelican explorer finds a plateau inhabited by ape men and dinosaurs, 
and a recent Michael Clichton best seller. FTP give the common name of these two works. 

Answer: The _LOST WORLD_ 

TOSSUP 26 It accounts for about 75% of the earth's volume, and is about 2000 miles 
thick. Lying between the earth's ClUSt and core, several feet below its Yankee namesake, 
FTP, what is layer? 

TOSSUP 27 A fonner presidential candidate, this man recently got to assume that office, 
albeit temporality. He served for two days while the elected president attended the World 
Economic FOlUm. His naming is seen as a move to reconcile the leaders of the two largest 
parties remaining in the unity government of South Aflica. For 10 points, name this leader 
of the Inkatha Freedom Party. ' 

Answer: Mangosuthu _BUTHELEZC (BOOTH-ay-LEY-zeh) 

TOSSUP 28 He noticed that American Indian folklore contained many of the same motifs 
as Arthmian legend, a theme he explored in his essay, "The Hero." FTP, who wrote _The 
Hero with a Thousand Faces_, and surveyed world mythology in the four-volume series 
_The Masks of God_? 

ANSWER: Joseph _CAMPBELL_ 

TOSSUP 29 Also known as timothy, it feeds horses in the central limestone basins of 
Tennessee & Kentucky. Not native to North Amelica, it was introduced to the region 
named for it in the 18th century. FTP what is this vegetation that gives Kentucky its 
nickname? ANSWER: _BLUEGRASS_ 

TOSSUP 30 Baseball, cricket, steeplechase, round-the-clock, halvers, all-fives and 301 are 
all forms of, FTP, what game, popular in British pubs and forbidden in many college donn 
rooms? 

Answer: _DARTS_ 



Tenier Tussle 6: Febmary 8, 1997 Round 6: Questions by Harvard Churches/Lead 
BONUS 

BONUS 1 <30 points> If you wanted to see some of the great monuments of non-Western 
architecture & sculpture, what modem country would you have to visit? Locate these sites 
FTPE. 1. <10 points> City of Tikal 

Answer: _ GUATEMALA_ 

2. <10 points> Temples at Khajuraho 

Answer: _INDIA_ 

3. <10 points> The Great Buddha at Nara 

Answer: _JAPAN_ 

BONUS 2 <30 points> Lit bonus in da house! 1.<10 points> The House of Life is a 
sonnet sequence by, for ten points, what Pre-Raphaelite? 

ANSWER: Dante Gabriel_ROSSETTC (or "_G_abriel Charles Daniel_ROSSETTI_"
prompt on "Rossetti" and do NOT accept "Christina Rossetti") 

2. <10 points> For ten points each, give the title and author of the book in which New 
York society girl Lily Bart overdoses on sleeping pills. 

ANSWER: The _HOUSE OF MIRTH_ by Edith _ WHARTON_ 

BONUS 3 <30 points> Name these popes from a brief description F15P apiece, 

A. <15 points> This pope, elected in 1198 was responsible for the 4th Crusade, and the 
fourth Lateran Council. 

ANSWER: Pope _INNOCENT TIC 

B. <15 points> This renaissance pope is best remembered for his shameless promotion of 
his two illegitimate children, Cesare and Lucretia Borgia. 

ANSWER: Pope _ALEXANDER VC 

BONUS 4 <25 points> Name the philosopher from his works, 25-10. <25-point clue> 
Twilight of the Idols <lO-point clue> Ecce Homo; Thus Spake Zarathustra 

Answer: Friedrich _NIETZSCE_ 

BONUS 5 <30 points> Suppose the strong nuclear force between two protons is assigned 
a characteristic strength of 1. FTPE, give the fundamental forces that correspond to these 
relative strengths. 

1. <10 points> 10"-40 ("ten to the power of minus forty") Answer: _GRA VITATION_al 
Force (Gmdingly Accept "Gravity") 

2. <10 points> 10"-2 ("ten to the power of minus two") Answer: 
_ELECTROMAGNETIC_ Force 



3. <10 points> 1()A-5 ("ten to the power of minus five") Answer: _ WEAK_ Nuclear Force 

BONUS 6 <30 points> Name the President 30-20-10 <30-point clue> His aides turned 
over to his successor a set of prepared martial law proclamations, leaving only the date & 
name of the city open 

<20-point clue> The only movie he watched repeatedly was _Seven Days in May_, 
because the military coup in it obsessed him 

<lO-point clue> His victory in a notoriously corrupt 1948 Senate race gave him the 
nickname "Landslide" 

ANSWER: Lyndon _JOHNSON_ 

BONUS 7 <20 points> Summer without Bozo the Clown and Harry Caray? On January 
1, the largest cable television company in the U.S. removed a popular Chicago-based 
superstation from its lineup. For 10 points each, what station and company are thus at 
odds? 

Answers: _WGN_and_TELECOMMUNICATIONS_, Inc. (Also Accept_TCe) (DO 
NOT ACCEPT "Time Warner" or "Turner Broadcasting", the corporate parents of TCL 
TCI is its own entity.) , 

BONUS 8 <30 points> Name these architects for the stated number of points. <10 points> 
Influenced by the artistic movements of Expressionism and de Stijl [pronounced de 
STYLE}, FTP, his designs include the Illinois Institue of Technology and the Seagram 
Building. 

Answer: Ludwig _MIES_ van der Rohe 

<15 points> This Finnish architect was known for his works in the International Style, 
including the Viipuri Library and the Paimio Sanitorium. He developed the fan shaped 
building and his trademarks include extensive use of wood and careful use of natural light. 

Answer: Alvar _AALTO_ 

BONUS 9 <30 points> 1. <15 points> Industrial magnate Frank Algernon Cowperwood, 
a fictional character based on Charles Yerkes, is the central figure of a "trilogy of desire" 
by, for fifteen points, what leading light of the Chicago Group? ANSWER: Theodore 
_DREISER_ 

2. <15 points> Now, for five points each, name the three works. ANSWER: The 
_FINANCIER_; The _TIT AN_; The _STOIC_ 

BONUS 10 <30 points> Name these patients of Sigmund Freud for 15 points each. 1. <15 
points> This 18 year old had a variety of hysterical symptoms. Her treatment taught Freud 
about the usefulness of dreams in treating hysterics, and prompted him to mistrust the 
temporary "flight into health" at the beginning of treatment 

2. <15 points> An army officer, he had a phobia similar to Winston Smith's torture in 
1984. He was treated by Freud just in time to be killed in World War One. 



Answer: The _RAT_ Man (Accept Equivalents Within Reason) 

BONUS 11 <25 points> The 2000 Summer Olympics in Sydney will be only the sixth 
time that they have been held in neither Europe nor the U.S. F5PE, name the five previous 
non-European, non-U.S. cities to host the Summer Games. 

Answers: _MELBOURNE_ (1956), _TOKYO_ (1964), _MEXICO CITY_ (1968), 
_MONTREAL_ (1976), _SEOUL_ (1988) 

BONUS 12 <25 points> One metaphysical doctrine of Scientology holds that the universe 
is composed of four fundamental substances collectively known as MEST (that's M-E-S
T). F5PE, plus 5 for all con-ect, for what does this acronym stand? 

Answer: _MATTER, ENERGY, SPACE, TIME_ 

BONUS 13 <30 Points> Name the William Faulkner novel in which each of the following 
occurs FIPE. 

1. <10 points> Ike Snopes falls in love with a cow 

Answer: _THE HAMLET_ 

2. <10 points> The Sutpens rise & fall 

Answer: _ABSALOM, ABSALOM_ 

3. <10 points> Lucas Beauchamp [beech-urn] is falsely accused of murder 

Answer: _INTRUDER IN THE DUST_ 

BONUS 14 <20 points> Give these similar entertainment names FTPE. 1. <1O-point clue> 
The all-male Canadian rock group whose hit singles include "The Old Apartment" and "If I 
Had A Million Dollars" . 

Answer: _BARENAKED LADIES_ 

2. <1O-point clue> In this chick flick, Dana Delaney stars as Jill, a middle-aged bisexual 
who hosts a slumber pmty. Her friends from childhood, all repressed women, share their 
innermost sexual secrets. 

Answer: _LIVE NUDE GIRLS_ 

BONUS 15 <25 points> A polysacchm·ide bonus: 1. <10 points> FIP, what complex 
polysaccharide makes up most plant cell walls? 

Answer: _CELLULOSE_ 

2. <15 points> For 15 points, what complex polysaccharide usually forms the middle 
lamella between the plimary cell walls of multicellular plants? 

Answer: _PECTIN_ 



BONUS 16 <30 points> Identify these Citadel women, 10 points per name. 1. <10 
points> Admitted in 1995, this first Citadel female dropped out after 6 days. 

Answer: Shannon _FAULKNER_ 

2. <20 points> Out of the 4 females in this year's entering class, two former "knobs" have 
since left, claiming sexual harassment and assault. 

Answers: Jeanie _MENTA VLOS_, Kim _MESSER_ 

BONUS 17 <30 points> In honor of Franz Schubert's bicentennial, give the common 
nicknames of these famous works FrPE. 

1. Symphony No.8 in B Minor Answer: _UNFINISHED_ 

2. His second C Major Symphony, of 1828 Answer: The _GREAT_ , 

3. Piano Quintet in A Major Answer: _TROUT_ 

BONUS 18 <30 points> Answer these questions about historians F15PE 1. <15 points> 
Considered the father of modem historical cliticism, this Italian humanist is famous for 
exposing the Donation of Constantine, as an eighth century forgery. 

ANSWER: Lorenzo _V ALLA_ 

2. <15 points> This historian is famous for his monumental work A History of the Decline 
and Fall of the Roman Empire. 

ANSWER: Edward _GIBBON_ 

BONUS 19 <30 points> Name the US city, 30-20-10. <30-point clue> It has 21 public 
squares & the 3rd-Iargest St.Patrick's Day parade in the US. 

<20-point clue> The true-crime bestseller _Midnight in the Garden of Good and EviC takes 
place here. 

<1O-point clue> The biggest cotton port when the Civil War began, it was the destination 
of Sherman's March to the Sea. 

Answer: _ SA V ANNAH_ 

BONUS 20 <30 points> Suppose you have an infmite but allegedly complete list of real 
numbers. Construct a number whose first digit differs from the first number on the list; 
whose second digit differs from the second, et cetera. This number could not have been 
palt of the original list. For 15 points each, 1. <15 points> What property must the real 
numbers therefore have? 

Answer: _ UNCOUNT ABILITY _ (Accept any reasonable equivalent) 

2. <15 points> What seven-syllable word describes the unique process used to complete 
this proof? 

Answer: _DIAGONALIZA TION_ 



BONUS 21 <20 points> FrPE, identify the soft drink, given its inventor and date of 
introduction. 

1. <10 points> Charles Alderton of Waco, TX; 1885 

Answer: _DR. PEPPER_ (named for Dr.Charles Pepper) 

2. <10 points> John S. "Doc" Pemberton of Atlanta; 1886 

Answer: _COCA-COLA_ ("Coke" is, obviously, also acceptable.) 

BONUS 22 <30 points> Answer these questions about the six day war FTPE. 1. <10 
points> In what year did the 6 day war take place? 

ANSWER: 1967_ 

2. <10 points> The war began when Eqyptian President Nasser massed troops on the Sinai 
Peninsula and tried to cut off Israeli access to this Gulf .. 

ANSWER: _GULF OF AQABA_ 

3. <10 points> The Israeli response to the Egyptian agression was led by this man, the 
Israeli Defense Minister. 

ANSWER: Moshe _DAY AN_ 

BONUS 23 <30 points> Identify these 18th-century artists F15PE: 1. <15 points> 
French painter best known for Dutch-like stilllifes in subdued colors and genre scenes like 
_Soap Bubbles_, and _House of Cards_. 

Answer: Jean-Simeon _CHARDIN_ 

2. <15 points> Brit who first headed the Royal Academy, published a discourse on art, and 
painted _Mrs. Siddons as the Tragic Muse_, and _The Age of Innocence_ 

Answer: Sir Joshua _REYNOLDS_ 

BONUS 24 <30 points> Answer these questions about Hinduism F15PE. 1. <15 points> 
This term, which originally meant "might", refers to the illusion that the things and events 
perceived by the sense actually stand for reality. 

2. <15 points> This Hindu goddess is known as the Divine Mother Answer: _SHAKTC 

BONUS 25 <30 points> Identify these women involved in the American Civil war F15PE 
1. <15 points> This woman, famous for her wprk on behalf of the mentally ill, was 
superintedent of nursing for the Union. 

ANSWER: Dorthea _DIX_ 

2. <15 points> Her exploits included delivering information during the Shenandoah 
Campaign. She later billed herself as "the Cleopatra of Secession" and made a living as a 
speaker. 



ANSWER: Belle (Isabelle) _BOYD_ 

BONUS 26 <30 points> Shakespearean Chemistry: Given the description of a character, 
name the elements whose symbols, in order, would spell that character's name. 15 points, 
all or nothing, for each character. 

Four elements; the mischievous sprite in _A Midsummer's Night Dream_. ANSWER: 
_PHOSPHORUS, URANIUM, CARBON, POTASSIUM_ (P U C K) 

Three elements; the miserly title character who, is "of Athens. ANSWER: _TITANIUM, 
MOLYBDENUM, NITROGEN_ (TI MO N) 

BONUS 27 <30 points> 1. <10 points> For 5 points each, name the new and outgoing 
Secretruies- General of the UN. 

Answers: Kofi _ANNAN_, Boutros _BOUTROS_GHALC 

2. <10 points> For 10 points, what nation does Kofi Annan call home? 

Answer: GHANA 

3. <10 points> For a final 10 points, who was the last non-African secretary General of the 
UN? 

Answer: Javier Perez DE CUELLAR 

BONUS 28 <30 Points> For fifteen points each: identify these short stories by Edgar Allan 
Poe, given their ending lines. 

1. <15 points> "Against the new masonry I re-erected the old rampart of bones. For the 
half of a century no mOltal has disturbed them. _In pace requiescac! II 

, 
ANSWER: The "_CASK OF AMONTILLADO_" 

2. <15 points> II An outstretched arm caught my own as I fell, fainting, into the abyss. It 
was that of General LaSalle. The French army had entered Toledo. The Inquisition was in 
the hands of its enemies. II 

ANSWER: liThe _PIT AND THE PENDULUM_" 

BONUS 29 <20 points> Identify these human ancestors FTPE. 1. <10 points> This 
species lived between 3 and 1.3 million years ago and stood about 3-4 feet tall. Lucy was a 
member of this species. 

Answer: _AUSTRALOPITHECUS_ Africanus 

2. <10 points> This ancestor, which lived from 1. Million years ago until 400 thousand 
yeru's ago, was not the first to stand upright, despite its name. However, it was the first to 
use stone tools as well as fire and shelter. 

Answer: _HOMO ERRECTUS_ 




